Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Issue 1: Alameda Safe Lane Consistency
Overview:

Problems:
• Bi-directional 2 lane traffic creates
numerous safety issues here
(reduced visibility, no turn lanes,
sudden stops, lane narrowing, etc)
• No bike lanes
• Side streets should have “Keep
Clear” to allow cross traffic
• Excessively high accident rate
• Morning/Afternoon road glare and
hill restricts visibility
• Unsafe school crossing with
numerous ‘close calls’ reported
• Inconsistent with rest of Alameda

Four blocks of Alameda de las Pulgas, a primary school route, are inconsistent
with the rest of the Alameda and have a high number of accidents, including
several where cars have jumped the curb and crashed into properties and
homes. (Reference the Problems noted on right).
North on Alameda, throughout Menlo Park, Alameda has single lanes each way
with a center turn lane and bike lanes; however, this single short 4 block south
section is inconsistent and creates several safety issues. It removes left turn
and bike lanes, it removes narrower lanes that had calming affect, and
encourages higher speed traffic. All at a point that begins a major use area
for children attending the two nearby schools and pre-school.
This inconsistent section of Alameda does not make sense as it doesn’t
improve traffic throughput but significantly increases risk for the many school
children, residents, and others using this short section of Alameda.

Proposed Solution Option:
This is a low cost option that re-configures the lanes on the four block section at
the beginning of Alameda de las Pulgas (Alameda) from the Santa Cruz “Y” to
just north of Sharon Rd, making this short section consistent and in compliance
with the rest of Alameda in Menlo Park. By re-striping this section to have single
lanes each direction, a dedicated left turn/merge lane, and bike lanes, many of
the issues like sudden stops, high speed, visibility, abrupt lane changes and
lane reductions are addressed by this solution. The extra usable width of
roadway would allow Issue #11, Sidewalks, to be easily addressed without
encroaching on resident properties. Safety is greatly improved. Follows Fire
District Guidelines2 and ensures excellent response route.
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Considerations:
• Retains good Fire response route
• Important lane change at “Y”
• Residential properties not impacted
Cost:
Cost primarily for re-striping (low)
Minimal costs if sidewalks
improvements separated to Issue #11

Main School Crossing

Alameda de Las Pulgas in Menlo Park

13 blocks of Alameda are single lanes
each direction w/center turn lane and
bike lanes and a speed limit of 30 mph

Positives of Solution:
• Traffic lanes calm speed
• Dedicated Left turn-merge lane
• Buffered Bike lanes each direction
• Makes the Alameda consistent
• Addresses key safety issues at “Y”
• Does not impact vehicle throughput
• Eliminates current lane confusion
• Improved visibility
• Improved safety at Crosswalks

Current: short 4 block section, main school route,
higher speed limit, bi-directional 2 lanes, no bike
lanes, no turn lanes, many other serious issues
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Alameda Ends
at Santa Cruz
“Y”

Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Current Configuration
The main portion of Alameda between Sharon Rd and Y:
➡ Walkways are narrow and unusable)
➡ Parking in each direction
➡ No bike lanes
➡ No center turn/merge lane
➡ Pedestrians must use the roadway to walk
➡ Cross traffic has to cross multiple lanes of traffic
➡ Left turning vehicles block traffic lanes, causing sudden lane changes

Current Configuration of Alameda

NOTE: the Alameda is basically 64’ wide, wider at the Y, and narrows as it approaches Avy Ave.
Proposed Solution:
Uses the current road width and does not require any additional residential property right
of way to provide:
✓ Wider walkways (ADA compliant)
✓ Parking in each direction with wider parking width
✓ Center turn/merge lane - Much easier and safer for cross traffic and left turns
✓ Buffered Bike lanes each direction
✓ 1 lane of traffic each direction and with calmer narrower lanes
✓ Allows for Crosswalks to be significantly shorter, about 19’ shorter!

Proposed Alameda Roadway Configuration

This is a similar and more consistent configuration to rest of Alameda north of Avy
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Example of Alameda (Oakley Ave & Ashton)
This is the ‘norm’ for the
majority of the Alameda
in Menlo Park, where 13
blocks through Menlo
Park are single lane each
direction, with bike and
center turn lanes.

Problem area on Alameda
This is that short 4 block section at the termination of Alameda in Menlo Park (between the Santa Cruz Y and just
past Sharon Rd). It is a major school route. It currently has multiple serious safety issues:
‣ Cross streets could use “Keep Clear” zones
‣ restricted lane visibility affecting all
‣ high pedestrian and bike use, including children
‣ unsafe crosswalks
‣ lack of left turn lanes
‣ lacking or severely restricted sidewalks (not ADA)
‣ no bike lanes
‣ very high number of accidents
Additionally, parents report near misses involving their children and vehicles Parents don’t feel their children are safe
along this section. Unsafe conditions is compounded by the sidewalks in this area that are so narrow and blocked

with traffic poles, that parents, seniors, and others have to use the roadway to walk.
References and additional Info:
Kansas LTAP Fact Sheet. Good discussion on road diet similar to this one proposed
http://www2.ku.edu/~kutc/pdffiles/16LTAPRoadDietFS.pdf
US FHWA-DOT Information Fact Sheet:
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/info_guide/
Michigan Safety & Operational Analysis of 4-3 lane road diets. Also a good reference with accident stats but their
report covered a wider area with many implementations of the road diet
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/safety_and_operation_analysis_lyles.pdf
North Central Texas report. Contains case studies in SF and Seattle
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/sustdev/bikeped/workshops/documents/6_DPS201_RoadDiets.pdf
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